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Scientific journals claim that correspondence sections are for post-publication peer review. We
compared the conditions for submission and the bibliometrics of letters-to-editors published in
leading medical journals in 2002 and 2007 using journal-derived information and data from
PubMed and Journal Citation Reports. The median time limit for letter submissions decreased
from 6 to 3.5 weeks, the median word limit from 400 to 350. The median number of letters per
published article was near one in both years. Only about half of the letters were followed by an
author reply in either year. Electronic response systems were available for four journals in 2007.

Introduction
Two years ago, we submitted a letter to the editor of a leading specialty journal in
response to a published medical study. This study suggested an association of sports
with cancer and created angst among those practising a particular type of sports. In our
letter, we questioned the methods and statistical analyses and asked for clarifications.
The letter was rejected; one reviewer’s comment was that “if the concern is the amount
of press generated by the original article, then the best solution is not to re-create the
media attention by having it appear in the journal again.” We appealed and re-submitted
a revised version, which was also rejected. When we contacted the authors directly their
response by e-mail did not address our specific concerns.
Stimulated by this experience, we asked ourselves what barriers may exist for open
debate and effective post-publication peer review in correspondence sections. The value
of a submitted correspondence is a matter of editorial judgement, and there is often no
one correct answer as to publish it or not [4]. Many journals claim that their
correspondence section serves as a forum for discussion of previously published
research and post-publication peer review. We aimed at analysing the formal conditions
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for submissions of letters in leading general and internal medicine journals, in particular
with regard to restrictions in time windows for submission and word counts. We used
bibliometric data to study additional characteristics of correspondence sections. We
compared the situation in 2007 to five years earlier.
Methods
From the Journal Citation Report 2006 (Thompson Corporation, Toronto, Canada),
we identified the ten journals that were ranked highest for their impact factor in the
category “General & Internal Medicine”. We accessed the author instructions of these
journals available online in January 2008, and extracted information including the time
window for submission of letters after publication of articles, applicable word limits,
and information about the journals’ electronic response system, if any. We compared
the current information with previously published data from the year 2002 [2]. If a
journal was not included in the previous evaluation [2] we checked the journal’s author
instructions published in 2002. If the required information was no longer available, we
asked the editorial offices. For each journal, we compared between the years 2002 and
2007 the number of letters published per article and the proportion of letters followed
by a published author reply. The number of published letters was obtained using the
PubMed search engine (National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, USA) with a
restriction to publication type “Letter” and the year of interest. We downloaded all
entries to an electronic database and manually checked for each letter whether it
referred to a previous publication in the same journal and whether it was followed by a
reply by the article’s authors. We excluded research letters, case reports, errata, updates
on previous publications, and general commentaries indexed as letters in PubMed. For
entries linked to author replies, the National Library of Medicine confirmed upon
request that, if an author addresses several letters in one single response, all the PubMed
indexed letters are routinely linked to this single reply.
We then used the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) Science Edition (Thompson
Corporation, Toronto, Canada) of the years 2002 and 2007 to determine the number of
“citable items” (i.e. original or review articles) in the included journals. Data collection
from PubMed was done in February and March 2008; JCR data were last updated in
October 2008. As has been observed by other researchers recently [12], the numbers of
citable articles per journal and year are not consistent between Thomson data sources:
data published in the annual JCR differ from those available in the Web of Science. For
consistency, we decided to only use JCR data. We determined the average number of
letters per citable article for each journal and year of interest and calculated the
differences between 2002 and 2007 with their corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
Finally, we determined the proportion of letters followed by a published PubMed
indexed author reply.
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Results
Eight [25, 27–31, 33, 35] out of the ten selected journals regularly published letters
to the editors (Table 1). Two journals, Annual Review of Medicine [26] and Medicine
[32] did not accept correspondence relating to their published material and could not be
used for further analyses. One journal, PLoS Medicine [35], was founded in 2004, and
only data from 2007 were included. Table 1 presents the conditions for letter
submissions in 2002 and 2007. The median time window for letter submission was 6
weeks in 2002 (range 4 to unlimited) and 3.5 weeks (range 1 to unlimited) in 2007.
Four journals had shortened this time window [25, 29, 31, 33], one journal by one week
[33], one by two weeks [25] and two by six weeks [29, 31]. One journal [28] with a
time window of four weeks in 2002 did no longer specify any restriction in 2007, but
editorial staff reported to select letters for the print edition from the electronic responses
posted on the journal’s website typically within five days. One journal introduced a new
time window [27], and for another journal [30] the restriction remained unchanged.
Table 1. Conditions for post-publication peer review in leading general and internal medicine journals
in 2002 and 2007
Journal

Annals of Internal Medicine
Archives of Internal Medicine
BMJ
CMAJ
JAMA
Lancet
NEJM
PLoS Medicine
Median c

Time limit after
publication of
original article
(weeks)
2002
2007
6
4
None a
4
4
1b
8
2
4
4
8
2
4
3
n/a
None
6
3.5

Word limit
2002
300
None
400
250
400
500
250
n/a
400

2007
400
400
300
250
400
250
175
750
350

Electronic
response
system
available
2002
2007
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
n/a
Yes
–
–

Note: Two of the ten included journals (Annual Review of Medicine and Medicine) do not publish letters in
response to their published material.
n/a = not applicable;
a There were no formal editorial rules for submitted letters in 2002.
b Early response letters are usually selected within the first five days. Electronic responses and author replies
are possible after this delay and available on the journal website as clarified in the rubric of the letters section
of BMJ print version.
c No restriction was interpreted as above the maximum of the observed values (i.e. infinity).

The median word limit was 400 in 2002 (range 250 to unlimited) and 350 in 2007
(range 175 to 750) (Table 1). Of the seven journals with data from both years, one [25]
allowed longer letters in 2007 than five years earlier. Three [28, 31, 33] imposed stricter
word limits, and one [27] introduced a new restriction. In two journals [29, 30], word
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limits were unchanged. Three journals [25, 28, 29] had an electronic response system in
both years allowing readers to comment on articles without temporal restrictions. PLoS
Medicine [35], as an online-only journal, allowed such electronic responses since its
start in 2004.
Table 2. Number of letters and articles published in leading general and internal medicine journals
in 2002 and 2007

Archives of Internal Medicine 125
BMJ

817

CMAJ

181

JAMA

325

Lancet

747

NEJM

701

PLoS Medicine

n/a

99
(73.3)
64
(51.2)
122
(14.9)
112
(61.9)
252
(77.5)
288
(38.6)
496
(70.8)
n/a

283 0.44 81
597 1.37 337
182 0.99 109
383 0.82 230
522 1.25 404
378 1.85 637
n/a n/a

46

85
(82.5)
58
(71.6)
10
(3.0) a
48
(44.0)
228
(99.1)
182
(45.0)
609
(95.6)
15
(32.6)

Letters per citable article

No of articles

No of letters with
response by authors (%)

No of letters

Letters per citable article

No of articles

179 0.75 103

162 0.64
278 0.29
210 1.15
94 1.16
229 1.01
305 1.28
343 2.10
166 0.31

Difference in proportion of
letters with response (95% CI)

135

2007
Difference in letters per
article (95% CI)

Annals of Internal Medicine

No of letters with
response by authors (%)

Journal

No of letters

2002

–0.12
(–0.32 to 0.08)
–0.15
(–0.25 to –0.04)
–0.21
(–0.37 to 0.06)
0.17
(–0.11 to 0.44)
0.19
(0.02 to 0.35)
0.03
(–0.14 to 0.19)
0.25
(0.02 to 0.47)

9.2
(–1.3 to 19.7)
20.4
(7.2 to 33.6)
–12.0
(–15.0 to –8.9)
–17.8
(–29.5 to –6.1)
21.6
(16.9 to 26.3)
6.5
(0.5 to 12.5)
24.8
(21.8 to 28.6)

n/a

n/a

Presented are for each year: the number of published letters in response to original publications based on
PubMed, the number of letters with author reply based on PubMed, the number of “citable articles” based on
Journal Citation Report Science Edition 2002 and 2007, and the average number of letters per citable article
(ratio of letters to citable articles).
a Authors’ replies usually arrive after selection of early responses for BMJ print version. Consequently, they
are neither indexed in PubMed nor captured by the number of responses presented here.
CI = confidence interval; n/a = not applicable

In PubMed we retrieved a total of 5542 entries indexed as letters published in 2002
or 2007. We excluded 564 entries (10.2%) that did not meet inclusion criteria. In 2002,
a total of 3031 letters were published in seven included journals, and in 2007 there were
1947 letters in eight included journals. In each of the seven journals with data from both
years, the absolute number of citable articles per year and the number of published
letters per year decreased over time [25, 27–31, 33] (Table 2). In 2002, the median
number of letters per citable article was 0.99, with a range from 0.44 [27] to 1.85 [33].
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In 2007, the median was 1.08, with a range from 0.29 [27] to 2.10 [33]. In three journals
[25, 27, 28], the average number of letters per article decreased over time. In one
journal [31], the number was almost unchanged and in three journals [29, 30, 33] it
increased (Table 2). In 2002, the proportion of letters with a published response by the
authors of the original article ranged from 14.9% [31] to 77.5% [30] in seven journals
(median 61.9%), and in 2007 from 3.0% [28] to 99.1% [30] in eight journals (median
58.3%) (Table 2). This proportion decreased in two [28, 29] and increased in five
journals [25, 27, 30, 31, 33]. The overall proportion of answered letters was 47.3% in
2002, and 63.4% in 2007.
Discussion
Leading general and internal medicine journals applied more restrictive conditions
for letter submission in 2007 as compared to 2002. The median time window decreased
from 6 weeks to 3.5 weeks. The median word limit decreased slightly; three journals
actually decreased their word limit and one without such a restriction in 2002 had
introduced one by 2007. There was no clear trend regarding the number of letters
published per citable article and the proportion of letters followed by a published author
reply. Overall, only about half of letters were followed by a PubMed indexed author
reply.
We selected general and internal medicine journals with a high journal impact
factor; this choice may have limited the generalisability of our findings. A larger sample
of journals including those publishing other types of biomedical or other research would
be needed to obtain a representative sample. Further, issues of post-publication peer
review including the motivation for submitting correspondence likely differs between
smaller and more prestigious journals. To determine the number of published letters and
author replies we relied on the PubMed database but had to exclude about 10% of the
entries indexed as letters. This indicates that the assignment of publication types in
PubMed is not always reliable. Conversely, we may have missed eligible letters that
were not indexed as such in PubMed. We used the counts of original articles and
reviews as published in the Journal Citation Reports to obtain the journals’ numbers of
“citable articles” per year as a denominator. We may have overestimated the number of
letters in response to “citable articles” since some included letters may have been
triggered by publications other than articles and reviews. Clearly, alternative definitions
of a denominator for the number of original articles are possible but have other
disadvantages. Finally, we acknowledge that the electronic response systems introduced
by half of the journals offer additional opportunities to respond to published research
and that post-publication peer review in these forums is not reflected by our data.
However, the status of electronic responses to journal articles (as compared to formal
letters to the editor) varies from journal to journal. Electronic responses are not properly
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indexed in electronic literature databases and not yet considered fully equivalent to
printed correspondence by the scientific community [16]. For the present study, we
therefore refrained from including additional data about these sources.
Results in context
In 2007, several journals including Lancet and New England Journal of Medicine
allowed only very short delays for letters in response to published articles. Such tight
time windows can hardly be met by many readers, particularly by those relying on print
versions circulated around departments or arriving with a delay by mail or by those
retrieving articles months or years after publication through literature searches [6, 17].
In addition, these restrictions limit the opportunities of researchers from resourcelimited settings to participate in post-publication peer review disproportionately.
Concern about restrictions on letters has been voiced before [2, 3]. Unfortunately, we
found that many journals have tightened their respective policies in the recent past.
Some of the included journals apply drastic restrictions on the length of letters. The
New England Journal of Medicine limited letters to only 175 words, and the Lancet and
CMAJ to 250 words. Constructive criticism is often difficult to develop in such few
words. In addition to word limits, journals sometimes restrict the content of letters, for
instance, by asking authors to “include one or two points about the journal article” [33].
New word limits have been justified as a means “to help concentrate writers' minds,
making for punchier critiques” [18]. Insufficient space may be one of the reasons why
many letters do not discuss more complex methodological questions. However, the
content of letters to the editor have received only little attention from methodologists
and empirical researchers, so far [5, 7, 13, 14]. In an analysis of letter content in the
Medical Journal of Australia only two of 43 letters criticised statistical methods [7].
Similarly, only four of 115 letters published in the Nederlands Tijdschrift voor
Geneeskunde included criticism on study methods [14]. It was beyond the scope of this
study to analyse the full text of the more than 5000 included letters for content. The
proportion of letters with an author reply varied widely across journals. This suggests
that some journals actively seek such author replies while others do not. Even if an
author replies, the content of the response may not be subject to editorial or peer review
before publication. Consequently, there is little control over whether authors
appropriately address the specific concerns expressed in a letter [20, 24]. Empirical
evidence suggests that, in many cases, the criticism made in correspondence is not
answered by the authors of original papers [13].
A recent survey of journal editors indicated that their decisions may be influenced
by considerations relating to the journal’s bibliometric performance and the relative
contribution of a journal’s sections to the journal impact factor [8]. Correspondence
sections and the citations related to their content play a role in the calculation of this
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indicator: While these citations count towards the numerator the letters themselves are
not considered original items and do not count to the denominator [21]. If citations of
non-original items (such as letters) are excluded from the calculation, the corrected
journal impact factor could be shown to be substantially lower for some journals [12].
Ethical implications
“Cogent criticisms from readers should be published unless editors have convincing
reasons why they cannot be. Authors of criticised material should usually be given the
opportunity to have a response published” [9]. Despite these generally accepted
editorial standards, only about half of the letters examined by us received a formal
author reply indexed in PubMed. It has been argued that the failure to address the
criticism voiced in published correspondence may lead to a distortion of scientific
knowledge [13]. In the past, letters to the editor have led to the detection of serious
flaws and the retraction of articles [15, 19]. Monitoring and critical review of author
replies may therefore be considered an important editorial task to ensure the proper
functioning of post-publication peer review. However, editorial policies are diverging
regarding the space conceded to correspondence sections and whether letters and author
replies should be peer-reviewed also [23].
Post-publication peer review can be performed without time constraints by many
peers with diverse expertise. In fact, “peer review does not stop when the ink has dried
on the printed page” [1]. In contrast, traditional pre-publication peer review allows only
a few specifically recruited experts to comment, usually within tight deadlines. Still
there is little academic reward for researchers to spend time and effort on this critical
task [22]. Consequently, it cannot be valued highly enough if researchers invest their
time and effort into post-publication peer review. With the advent of electronic
publishing, some journals have started to experiment with innovative ways to encourage
reader participation: The BMJ started an electronic response system already a decade
ago [10, 11]. However, since only a smaller part of the electronic communications is
selected for the print issue, only few of them are followed by an author reply. The
Public Library of Science (PLoS) experiments with electronic annotation in the article
text and has introduced a rating system for published articles [36]. The specialist journal
Pediatrics gave its electronic response items the promising name “P3R” which stands
for “Post-Publication Peer Review” [34]. While the possibilities of electronic publishing
raise hopes for improved post-publication peer review, many researchers still do not
take advantage of these innovations and continue to publish more traditional articles,
even in electronic journals [16]. Several important questions remain: How can journals
achieve that electronic correspondence is fully visible and searchable e.g. in electronic
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databases? How can electronic forums be protected against misuse without creating
undue workload for editorial staff? How can journals ensure that criticism from postpublication peer review is adequately addressed by the authors?
Self-correction and debate are features that the scientific community is proud of. If
correspondence sections are more than just a figurehead of discursive culture, they
deserve a proper role in scientific publishing. The little space conceded to publish letters
should not become more restricted in the future if correspondence sections are to be
used efficiently for post-publication peer review.
*
We thank Fitore Sallahaj for help with data extraction from online databases and Elizabeth Wager for
helpful comments on an early draft of this manuscript.
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